The Danish Ex Libris User group – Dangelu – continues meeting twice a year. The focus of the meetings is exchange of experience and questions between the members and at the second half of the meeting having an Ex Libris representative joining the meeting, currently Ronald van Dieen. The discussions in the group are dominated by two factors:

- After the merger of the old Royal Library and the State and University Library into the Royal Danish Library and the Administrative Library now also being part of the Royal Danish Library, the system infrastructure of this library has not yet been integrated. This is, however, in the process: A tender for a new ILS and discovery system to support a consortium consisting of the Royal Danish Library and at least one more university library has been published and the vendors are expected to submit their offers during the Igelu week. At the time of writing this, we do not know which vendor will win this tender.

- Two new member institutions running Alma have joined the group, which has triggered discussions about using this system and its integration with the Danish union catalogue and with the ILL-network in Denmark.

A constant theme of the discussions in the group has been the handling of electronic resources and their knowledge bases.
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